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Observation of the structural phase transition in manganite fdms by

magneto-optical imaging -
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A high-resolution magneto-optical imaging technique is used to reveal the

formation of twins occurring during a..nyqtensitic phase transition at -105K in

LCMO films grown on STO substrates. The magnetic contrast arises due to

the magneto-elastic tilts of the Mn - magnetic moments in the twins. Different

magnetic structures are found in LCMO tilms grown on MgO, NGO, and LAO “

substrates showing the importance of the substrate material for the manganite
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mangan@ area unique class of materials possessing unusually strong coupling “

between the three major subsystems: electronic, magnetic and crys@lographic 1. Inte~t in

this system increased strongly after the discovery of the colossal magnetoresistance (CMR)

in perovskite manganites2 promising wide applications in ekctronics and magnetic

recording. Previous and ‘recent intense studies of bulk perovskites with dd%erent

substitutions resulted in the construction of phase diagrams showing a rich variety of

structural, magnetic, and electronic phases in manganites depending on the composition,

‘5 Although until today the mechanism of the CMR efikct istemperature and magnetic field .

under debate many physical aspects of these diagrams were clarified and associated with

the specific role of Mn06 octahedra which determine magnetic exchange and the electron

transfer through the Mn-O-Mn bonds.

Unfortunately, the data for bulk materials can not be directly transferred for the

analysis of manganite fti showing the CMR effect orders of magnitude larger than in

bulk samples. The inevitable mismatch of the fti and substrate Mice parameter induces

stresses in a fti and modifies its properties. One should note that it is very difficult to

analyze the lattice structure of a thin fti using common structural techniques (X-ray and

neutron scattering). Until now not much is known about different phases of manganite

films on different substrates.

In the present work we report magneto-optical (MO) observations of the appearance

of twins at T~-105K in Lal.XCa#I.nO~ fti with x=l/3 grown on SrTiO~ (STO)

substrates. The formation of pronounced twins manifests the transition horn the stretched

tetragonal high-temperature phase to the orthorhombic low-temperature (below T~) phase in

the film. This transition is triggered by the cubic to tetragonal phase transformation in the

STO substrate at nearly the same temperature. The transition in the STO substrate is also

accompanied by the formation of twins. However, the twins in the substrate and in the film
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are totally incoherenfi they have different size and directions of the domain walls.

Therefore, the twinning in the substrate produces an average stress th~ provides the

conditions for the phase transition in the manganite fdm. This transition does not exist in ‘.

bulkLCMO and is ako not found in films on NdGaO, (NGO), MgO, md LaAIOJ (LAO)

substrates grown simultaneously with the films on STO.

MO studies of demagnetization processes in LCMONTO films reveal the

inhomogeneous rotation of magnetic moments in the film plane associated with

rnicrodomains of differently oriented monoclinic distortions. The dominating effect of these

domains on the conductivity of LCMO-fihns can explain the observed small variation of the

resistance of LCMO/STO 131msat Ts. “

In fti on NGO and MgO substrates the demagnetization proceeds through the

formation and motion of macroscopic magnetic domains with out-of-plane and in-plane

magnetic moments. In fti on LAO domain structures of the spin-flop type appear in

suftlciently strong in-plane fields. The observed varie~ of magnetic structures and their

changes in external fields confkm the crucial effects of the tlhm’substrate lattice mismatch

on the physical properties of manganite fihns.

II. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

@#+J&)3fti were grown on (001) STO, MgO, NGO, md LAO substrates

in the same course of the pulsed laser deposition. 1000, 1200, and 1500~ thick films

grown in three different runs were deposited at 200 to 800 mTorr Ozpressure and substrate

temperatures of about 750 “C. After deposition the fb were annealed for 1 hour in 700

mTorr of Oz at 750 “C. X-ray rocking curves and TEM images conii.rm the epitaxial film

growth. The global characterization of the samples was achieved with measurements of the

temperature and field dependence of the magnetization, M(H,T), in a SQUID magnetometer

and with 4-point resistivity measurements. The local magnetic properties were determined
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formation of twins is a regular feature of rnartensitic phase transf0rmations8. They reduce

the overall stresses through a transition into a lower symmetry phase. The @nsition in the

LCMO/STO fihns proceeds from a high-T tetragonal lattice (which is stretched by the larger “.

lattice parameter of the STO substrate) to the orthorhombic phase that is nahual for bulk

LCMO in a wide temperature range. It is known that STO has dso a transition from the

cubic to the tetragonal phase around - 110K8. Observations through the transparent LCMO

film without the MO indicator revealed the appearance of twins in the substrate

below-107K.These twins, however, were aligned at 45° with respect to the twins in the

ilm and had much larger width. This orientation of twins corresponds to directions of

principle [100] and [010] axes in STO “whichare turned by 45° with respect to those in

LCMO. The dependence of twin width w on the sample thickness t w - t’n explains

qualitatively the difference of twin size in the film and the substrate. However, in both film

and substrate the twin structure is inhomogeneous (with varying w). Therefore, it is

impossible to check the square root dependence. We can only note that at Td~ twins are in

general narrower in thinner fdms.

Until now it is not clear whether the reduction of the a-parameter in STO below the

transition at -107K or the relaxation of stresses due to the substrate twinning is the main

factor providing conditions for the phase transformation in the LCMO film. In any case the

incoherence of twin patterns in the film and substrate shows. that twinning in the film is a

result of the phase transition in it and not just a replica of the twinning in the substrate.

Estimates show6 that the measured magneto-elastic tilts by an angle q of the

magnetic moments in the twins should be caused by the 6= components of stress tensor:

q-310~(K+2nM~2). Here k and K are the magnetostiction and anisotropy constants and

MS is the saturation magnetization. These out-of-plane shear stresses are not expected for

twins in bulk samples and are a specific feature of fti. In principle, the average stresses

at the transition become rather strong which is revealed by the development of cracks at
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No sharp peculiarities were naealed at -105K neither in the magnetization nor in

resistivity curves. Only a strong reduction of the noise in resistivity was detected below T~. “.

This indicates the low-T transport in the fk dominated by a mechanism that is only

slightly affected by the transition. Observations of the magnetic patterns at the edges of

circular holes in the fti6 showed that the demagnetization proceeds through the incoherent

rotation of the magnetic moments in microscopic areas. The average magnetization M

produces chamcteristic contrast at the edges due to the stfay fields at the edge segments

perpendicular to M. The absence of such a contrast near the coercivi~ field implies the

absence of aligned magnetic moments on the scale of elpm. This behavior was explained

by inhomogeneities of the samples caused by a possible columnar growth structure and by

monocI.inicalIy distorted microdomains as reve”ded by TEM Studiesg)’oof the LCMO films.

Obviously, these imperfections could dominate transport and magnetization in our films

masking the effects of the phase transition at T~on R(T) and M(T).

Different microstructure as revealed by magneto-optic patterns appear in LCMO

films grown on other substrates. These fti do not show the transitions at -105K. The

magnetic patterns of fh on MgO reveal spots surrounded by bright and dark contrast

(Fig.3a). They correspond to areas of larger magnetization surrounded by the background

of smaller M, and indicate the phase separation in the fti.

Films on NGO show bright domains (lower part of Fig.3b) with magnetic moments

tilted out of pkme as should be the case of compressed fti with positive magnetostriction.

In the in-plane field domains with in-plane magnetization (their boundaries in Fig.3b are

parallel to the fti edge) nucleate and grow at the expense of domains with tilted M.

Films on LAO do not show any magnetic contrast in small fields. But in the in-

plane field >0.5 koe bright and dark stripes appear along the edge (Fig.3c).. They can be

interpreted as spin-flop domains implying the antiferromagnetic ordering in the LCMO

films on LAO. Further study of these magnetic patterns is under way.
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In conclusion, a martensitic phase transition in LCMO/STO * is feud tkough

the observation ofa sharp formation of twins at -105IL This transfo~tio~ is triggered by

the phase transformation in the substrate at nearly the same ~mpe- w~ch induces.

changes in strains allowing for the transition in the film to OCCW. me comptison of

magnetic patterns in fti on dMerent substrates reveals dranMticeffwts of the substrate

material on the film structure. Studies of these efftzts am necessary for understanding

physics of CMR in manganite films as well as for their applications in microelectronics.

The work was supported by the U:S.DOE,BES-Materials Sciences, under

Contract #W-31-109-ENG-38.
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Figure captions.

Fig.1 (a) Field cooled andzerofield cooled magnetizationCWWS,M(T), memured in an in-

pkmefield of 50 Oe. Hysteresis loops measured in (b) in-pkme~d (c) normal fields for

a 1500~ thick LCMOfti.

Fig.2 MO images of the magnetic patterns in the LCMO/STOfilm above -(a) and below -

(b) 105K In (a) only stray fiekk at the film edges (bright and dark Iines) and at a 38° grain

boundmy (dark line across the sample) are,observed. Twin domains are revealed below T~

in (b). The sample width is 2 mm.

Fig.3 Magnetic patterns in LCMO fti on MgO - (:), NGO - (b), ~d LAO - (c)

substrates. The arrows point to the edge of fdm from the outside. The images were taken

at 205 K, 150 K and 165 Kin frames (a), (b) and (c), respectively.
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